2013-2014 Application for Employment as a Graduate Teaching Assistant
School of Computing, Queen’s University
NAME_________________________________________________
DEADLINE DUE BACK TO DEBBY: Aug. 26, 2013
Check off one of the following:
I am only interested in full TA positions.
I prefer a full TA position, but I will accept a ½ TA position.
I prefer a ½ TA position, but I will accept a full TA position.
I am only interested in a ½ TA position.

Check off one of the following:
I prefer to TA in the Fall Term
I prefer to TA in the Winter Term
I have no preference of Term

You have been provided with a list of the positions available and the necessary qualifications for each course. Only apply for the
courses for which you meet the requirements. If you are unsure if you meet the requirements, contact the instructor for the course.
List below all the courses for which you wish to be considered. It is advised that you list all the courses for which you are qualified in
order to maximize your chance of obtaining a position. List the courses that you wish to apply for in order of preference, with your
first choice at the top of the list.
List course in order of
Term Check if TA’d the course before
Taken course & mark received
preference
1.
2.
3.
4
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Note: Applications for courses with labs require appropriate availability.
I have taken the TA workshop offered at Queen’s University. YES / NO DATE TAKEN:_______________
Indicate Language/Systems known (e.g. C, C++, Java, Turing, OOT, Pascal, X Windows...).
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
DECLINE (by declining this TA I understand I will lose a portion of my guaranteed funding)
signed: __________________________ date:_____________________________
If you are declining your TA because you are receiving an RA you are responsible to make those arrangements with your supervisor
before the deadline and have your supervisor contact Debby with the funding information.
Supervisor’s signature__________________________ date:__________________ account ___________________
***********I have read the TA requirements, and reviewed the course descriptions, I and deem myself qualified to
TA for the courses that I have selected.

Signed ____________________________________ Date ________________________

